Abstract. Let f~CR n be an arbitrary open set. In this paper it is shown that if a Sobolev function fEWl,P(ft) possesses a zero trace (in the sense of Lebesgue points) on 0ft, then f is weakly zero on 012 in the sense that f ~W~'P(f~).
Notation and preliminaries
If ftcR n is an open set, W~'P(ft), p_>l, will denote the Sobolev space of functions f E LP(ft) whose distributional derivatives of order up to and including k are also elements of LP(~2). The norm on Wk'P(ft) is defined by HfHwk,,(fl) : Q ~l<_k /n 'D~ f'P dx) 1/p and W0k'P(•) is defined as the closure in Wk'P(~) of the family of C ~ functions in with compact support. It is well known that the space of Bessel potentials Lk'P(R ") := {f: f = Gk*g, g e LP(Rn)} with norm IlfHk,p:=llgllp is isometric to Wk'P(Rn). For arbitrary a>0, the Bessel kernel G~ is that function whose Fourier transform is
~( x) = ( 2.)-'/: ( X + ]x]2) -•/2
The Bessel capacity of an arbitrary set EcR ~ is defined as When k=l and l<p<oc, this capacity is equivalent to the p-capacity, 7p, whose definition is given by
Ck,p(E)
where the infimum is taken over all fEWI'P(R ~) for which E is contained in the interior of {f_> 1}. When p>n the p-capacity of any non-empty set is positive. The Lebesgue measure of a set ECR n is 
If(y)-ll dy = O. r--~o J B(xo,r)
Recall that l=f almost everywhere. Also, f is said to be approximately continuous at x0 if there is a measurable set E with metric density one at x0 such that 
